
 

 

 

Game Trail Association 
Strategic Planning Committee 

Mission Statement: 
“Protecting, Preserving 

and Enhancing the Game 
Trail Association 
Community”. 

 

 

STRATEGIC PLAN 
 

 

PRIORITIES   

#1. Fire Mitigation #2. Water System #3. Increase Volunteerism 

 
 
 
 

 

SMART GOALS    

To identify shortfalls in our Verisk 
fire mitigation rating with the goal 
of remediation by the 2023 Annual 
Meeting, protecting homeowner 
property coverage and increasing 
community safety.      

To identify our community water needs now 
and at full buildout taking actions to preserve 
and expand our current system with the goal 
of meeting fire mitigation shortfalls by the 
2023 Annual Meeting.     

Every six months during 2023 – 2024, to 
increase the number of new volunteers to 
committees and task forces by 15-percent of 
total committee members. Report progress to 
the Board in June and December each year.    

ACTION PLAN – FIRE MITIGATION 
 
OBJECTIVE TACTICS 

Fire Station approved and built.  
Long-term goal with short term 
tactics.  

Get support from all area HOAs for Fire Station. Lobby Chaffee County officials for fire station.  
Through grant solicitation and local fundraising, provide funding for fire station. Support Forestry 
Committee’s Initiatives, including application for additional grants. 

Identify what our current risk 
factors are directly from the risk 
decision-maker, Verisk so we know 
our priority tactics. Short term 
goal. 

Get an in-person risk inspection from Fireline Incorporated (sub-division of Verisk Incorporated), to 
make them aware of fire mitigation accomplishments and recommended solutions.  This tactic is 
underway already as of 10/22.  Additional funding from the association may be required. 

Homeowner Fire Mitigation 
Education Program. Short term 
goal.  

Formal homeowner education on fire danger and mitigation to be created and carried out.   

Fire Mitigation Maintenance.  The Commons/Road committees should continue to cut the cheatgrass along Great Peaks and possibly 
other main streets to reduce fire danger and allow better egress in the event of a fire. Determine if 
there are any efforts to thin the National Forest adjacent to Game Trail south of the current fire break. 
Improve and increase the hydrants on a set schedule, with the goal of adding two new hydrants every 
year. Increased participation in tree trimming program.   

Increase our fire hydrant pressure 
and capacity.   

Increase below ground water storage in key locations as recommended by Fireline and in order to 
meet their water pressure and flow minimums.  Based on future feedback from Verisk, more hydrants 
may be needed in key locations with stronger pressure. Not all current hydrants pass the ISO-test.     
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ACTION PLAN – WATER SYSTEM 
 
OBJECTIVE TACTICS 

Water Expense.  As our water is free and the expense is the delivery system, communicate with homeowners to ensure they 
understand the water system related expenses on the financial reports and budget which are clearly tracked 
and budgeted.  Ensure that homeowners can see how their money is being spent on improvements.     

Water Supply. Efforts to begin drilling a new well have begun and funding was identified. 

Water Storage. Inspection of current water storage tanks for capacity compared to Fireline minimums.  If needed, increase 
storage size with new tanks to address Fire Mitigation as well as community supply.   

Water System Maintenance.  The Strategic Planning Committee asks that the water committee continue to explore an updated “off the 
shelf” water monitoring system, determine the need for backup generators for the water pumps, and to 
determine need/schedule for staged replacement of water pipes. 

 
 

ACTION PLAN – INCREASE VOLUNTEERISM  
 
OBJECTIVE TACTICS 

Restructure Committees for 
better effectiveness and 
efficiency.  More focused 
committees and short-term 
teams to address actions.  
Short term goal.  

More Committees but less people on each.  Reorganize current committees to more targeted 
responsibilities with less people. Outsource some committee responsibilities to make workload lighter, for 
example, outsource violation inspections to third-party, outsource review of construction and remodel 
applications to architect with fee paid by homeowner to reduce ACC workload. Set expectations with 
volunteers by telling them the limits of work and job description. We have a larger number of 
homeowners now and need to divide current responsibilities among the larger group. 

Building Sense of Community 
through social events.  Short 
term goal. 

Social events that are smaller and targeted to forge relationships at first.  Then later, bigger social events 
to join all together. More social events to gain interest, once a month social event to promote volunteerism 
and recognition to current volunteers. More volunteers on the Social Committee to do better events. 
Mission of Social Committee is to “create a sense of pride in community.” Create “Meet your Neighbor” 
program and “New Homeowner Welcome program.    

Select a group of new 
homeowners to join 
Communication and Social 
Committees.  Their focus 
within the group is in 
reaching our younger and 
newer demographic.  Short 
term goal. 

Use social media to reach the younger demographic homeowners; created and controlled by HOA. Work 
with Social Committee for diverse social events that get new and younger homeowners involved and 
volunteering and increasing new relationships.  
 

 
 
 
 
 


